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Deep Subaru/PFS+HSC Surveys 
Two Goals  

•  Subaru/PFS+HSC are also quite powerful 
for deep surveys for high-z galaxies. 

1. Understanding Galaxy Formation 

2. Characterizing Cosmic Reionization (z>6) 
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Theoretical Predictions 

•   z~7-9 is the observational limit (HST,Subaru,VLT): redshift frontier 
•  Cosmic SFRD at z~7 is only ~1/10 of the peak (z~2-3), and comparable to today’s 

one. (Ouchi+09b,Bunker+10). SFRD further drops at z~8-9(e.g. Bouwens+09/+10) 
•  Questions 

1)  What makes this drop? Halo evolution/gas accretion+cooling?  
 Clustering measurements→Very large high-z galaxy sample at z<~7 
2) Have we seen the first galaxies?? Most of them are likely young population II galaxies 

            Entire galaxy formation history:  Identifying the first galaxies →z>~10 

Progresses and Open Questions              
in Galaxy Formation Studies 

Observations 

Ouchi et al. (2009b) 
Trac & Cen (2007)  



Progress and Open Questions                                   
in Reionization Studies 

•  z~6-11: Change of ionization state of IGM 
–  z~6: Final stage? (GP;Fan+06  cf. Becker

+07)                                   
–  z~6-7 LAE LF (IGM damping wing) const. 

(<20%; e.g. Ouchi+10) 
–  z~11: WMAP7+inst. Model(Larson+10) 

Open questions 
•  　When did reionization start?→z>~10 
•  　How did it proceed?→better accuracy (z~7) 
　　　　　Sharp or extended reionization? 
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Ouchi+09b 

Cosmic reionization →The last big event in the cosmic history 
Reionization History 

Bolton&Haehnelt07 

Ionizing Photon Budget 

•  At z~7, did galaxies produce ionizing photons 
enough for ionizing the hydrogen IGM?  

•  Higher escape fraction[>0.2], (lower metallicity 
top-heavy IMF)  

•  Undetected faint galaxy population (α<=-1.9 or 
>=-1.9?). 

•  The errors of α & dN/dt are large,a factor of ~3                    
→better statistics (z~7) 

Ouchi+09b 

Answering these questions about GF and 
reionization 

a) Clustering measurements and better 
statistics (slope of LF) at z<~7 

b) Observations for z>~10 galaxies 



Simulated image of JWST deep field 

JWST 

•  JWST(>=2015） 
–  Sensitivity is >~5 mag. better （Subaru K~25mag→JWST K~30mag) 
–  Redshift frontier goes beyond z>10→allowing the first galaxy studies(b) 

•  30m-class telescopes (TMT, E-ELT, GMT； >~2018) 
–  Follow-up AO spectroscopy for JWST sources incl. first generation 

galaxy candidates. Identifiction+Physics of GF.  
•  8m-class telescopes incl. Subaru drop out from redshift race. 

–  But, Subaru can play an important role. Why? 

Key Telescopes in 2010-2020 

TMT 



•  HSC cannot go as deep as JWST and 30m NG telescopes, but >1deg^2 field search with HSC has a 
comparable survey speed as the NG telescopes. More survey time for HSC than NG telescopes. 

•  No spectrographs as competitive as PFS (200x faster than Subaru/FOCAS).  

→New parameter space that cannot be probed with any exisiting/future instruments up to z~7

Depth&Width in 100 hrs（for 0”.2 
sources） seeing sizes are different 
between the instruments, AΩ is not used. 
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FoV of FOCAS 

FoV of PFS 

TMT/WFOS 

FoV of HSC 

Why Subaru/PFS+HSC? 
HSC (imaging) 



Survey realized by HSC+PFS (planned in HSC consortium）

•  Surveying high-z galaxies in a cosmological scale up to z~6.6.  
•  Except HSC+PFS, no existing/forthcoming programs can make it.  
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Current model 
(Trac&Cen05) <1/100 

N=207 

Present largest obs.       
(Ouchi+10) 1/30 

~6 deg: ~0.9 comoving Gpc at z~7 



1) Reionization and Physical Processes 

– Physical processes from topology (inside-out, 
outside-in, filament-last?) 

–  Clustering of Lya emitters: imprints of neutral fraction and 
ionized bubble topology（McQuinn et al. 2007) 

McQuinn+07 Finlator+09

PFS+HSC survey

?

Filament-last reionization?

IGM

LAE(int)

LAE(obs)



 Constraints So Far Obtained 

Ouchi et al. (2010) 

–  The clustering of Lya emitters at z~7 is not well constrained with the present       
Subaru studies, due to poor statistics. （phot.sample~200, spec.sample~30 at z=6.6)                          
→xHI<~0.5 at z=6.6. None for the ionized bubble topology 

•  HSC+PFS→~100 x larger sample（~10k LAEs）→xHI and topology 

PFS: Composites of Lya line profiles in a few 10Mpc area. Spatial variance        
of line broadening/Lya-FWHM relation for reionization test. 



Ouchi et al. (2008) 

2) Galaxy Formation (z~3-7) with Clustering
+Statistics 

Composite spectra of LAEs Lya Luminosity Function (Lya LF) 

Ouchi+09b 

•  Shape of LF is critical. (α>-1.9 or <=-1.9?)  
•  Evolution of luminosity/correlation functions → Constraining galaxy 

formation in LCDM via HOD/CLF (e.g. Moustakas+02, Hamana+04, Zheng+06). 
–  Hosting halo properties w/ 1M gals. negligible stat.+cos varience errors 

•  +base line of galaxy evolution beyond z=8 studied by JWST and TMT 

•  Spectroscopic data (Individual + composite) 
–  AGN formation in the environment of high-z gal (CIV, MgII) 
–  Constraining popIII/cold accretion+WR stars, outflow（HeIIλ1640）

Subaru 

Cooray&Ouchi+06 



Ouchi et al.                    
2005 

concentration B 

3) Large-scale structures 
and proto-clusters         

at z>4 

5σ-level excess 

concentration A 

z=5.7    
±0.05 

•  Searching for large-scale structures and proto-clusters in a volume 100 x 
larger than the previous Subaru surveys. (cf. the filamentary LSSs+proto-
cluster at z~3-6 Shimasaku+03, Hayashino+04, Ouchi et al. 2005). (40 proto-clusters at z~6)  

•  3D maps of high-z universe for characterizing structure formation 

white circles 
=No spec-z 

N=401 

PFS FoV 



4) Finding a Rare High-z Objects 
Extended Lyα sources at z<7.5 

17kpc!! 

Ouchi et al. (2009a) 

•  Wide-field HSC+PFS surveys will allow us not only to carry out statistical 
studies but to obtain rare interesting objects (n<1/1deg2) at high-z. 

•  For example, by 1deg2-survey: extended Lya source (giant LAE) at z~7. 
M*~0.9-5x1010 

(witnessing massive galaxy formation?) 
•  Survey 100x larger than the present Subaru studies with HSC+PFS                      

-> new serendipitous discovery? 



Synergy with ALMA/JWST/TMT/SKA 

Giant LAE (Ouchi+09a) 
zspec=6.595 

17kpc 

Wavelength(um) 
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•  What will PFS+HSC provide us?  
–  Unique science of high-z galaxies based on the 

large statistics (incl. clustering) 
–  Rare interesting obj. (such as giant LAEs) 
–  Rare bright gal. (massive gal. formation) 

•  ALMA mm/submm obs.→dust/molcular gas 
•  JWST NIR spec.→metallicity (Ha/N2 etc） 
•  TMT AO IFS for kinematics 

(+TMT/WFOS for spec ID of faint obj.) 
•  SKA21cm obs. →relation between               

reionization and ionizing soures 

–  High affinity with the other(wavelenths)           
projects  

• HSC+PFS survey 
– Unique science never accomplished         by JWST/TMT 
One-of-a-kind approach for GF& reionization 



Summary 
•  Progresses and open questions in studies of galaxy 

formation and reionization 
–  Redshift frontier z~7-8 

•  Large-area high-z galaxy survey with HSC+PFS 
(z<7.5) . It won’t be a player in the redshift race 
(z>~10) but addresses 
–  Reionization, ionized bubble topology &21cm dist. Corr. 
–  GF with precision measurements of LF+CF  
–  Stracture formation at high-z (z~3-7) universe with LSS

+proto-cluster 
–  Physical origins of rare objects （z~7 giant Lya emitters and 

serendipitous obj.） 
•  Supplying targets for ALMA,JWST, and TMT. 


